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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper considers a vector differential equation 
2 =f(x, t) (1) 
which possesses a first integral U(x, t). Thus U is constant along solutions and 
we have the relation VU(x, t) * f(x, t) + aU/at(x, t) = 0 for all X, t. It is assumed 
that f, U are T-periodic in t and T-periodic solutions of (1) are sought. It has 
been shown [q that in most cases when such a solution exists, it is in actuality 
a member of an entire one-parameter family of T-periodic solutions. 
Thus one assumes that (1) does have such a one-parameter family of solutions 
given by p*(t, a), where the parameter a is allowed to vary over an interval of 
real numbers and an iteration is developed which will converge to a member 
of this family provided the initial guess, v,,(f), is close enough to the family. 
If one formally proceeds with the standard Newton iteration scheme 
(2) 
a problem immediately arises. Since for any choice of the parameter a, po*(t, a) 
is a T-periodic solution of the linear variational equation (LVE) of (1) at v*(t, a), 
the inverse operation expressed in (2) does not exist at any solution p*(t, a). 
Therefore the norm of ((d/&) -f..(9),, , .))-l g rows in an unbounded fashion as 
pn approaches the periodic family and convergence difficulties arise. 
An analogous problem in Rn was discussed by Sanchez and Sweet [5] when 
describing an iteration technique which would converge to solutions of F(u) = 0, 
F: Rn-tRn, when the components of F were linearly dependent. The develop- 
ment of a convergence scheme in this case was aided by various benefits when 
working in R” including the existence of a finite basis in which to describe 
vectors and the linear dependence of the components of F. 
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However, motivation for what follows can be found from the problem in R”. 
By assuming F has the form F = (fi ,..., fnel, Cyz,’ uifJT, we can define 
G(x) = (al,..., an-1 > -l)*. Then G(x) . F(x) = 0 and so G can be thought 
of as a “first integral” for the equation defined by F. 
In the case of iterating toward a family of solutions of a differential equation, 
the first integral, U, is exploited in such a way as to play a role similar to that 
of G. Thus a modified Newton scheme is presented for which the inverse of the 
LVE need only be evaluated at the initial guess, v,,(r). Moreover the iterations 
will lie on a well-defined subspace of codimension one and convergence to a 
member of the family is guaranteed provided the initial guess is close enough 
to a member of the solution family and does not lie on a predetermined “thin” 
hyperplane, a restriction which can easily be avoided. 
2. AN ITERATION SCHEME 
Define C,,, = {v: [0,27r] + Rn / p is continuous and ~(0) = ~(27r)) with the 
corresponding uniform norm and C an = (‘p E Ca,, 1 v is continuously differe- 
tiable). Also define 9: D(9) = Ci,, C Ca,, --t C,, by .9(r,c~) = $ - f(p), .). 
Solutions are then sought for the functional equation 
It is assumed that (3) has a first integral U: Rn x R -+ R, continuously 
differentiable, U(3c, t) T-periodic in t. 
Notation. The differential of 9, H(v): Cl, C C,, + C,, , has the form 
~b,)4 = $ -fib, .)9 an I s d ‘t c orresponding adjoint operator, 
has the form WA(~)4 = $ + fzT(p, .)t,b when # E Cim . 
For any 01:. [0,2rr] --f R, continuous and or(O) = CY(~T), we define: (a) = 
(l/T) SOT 44 A* h t e mean of or(t). Also let e, represent the unit vector in Rn in 
the direction xi . 
The standard Newton scheme is given by 
%I+1 = %%J = %I - -%%a)? (4) 
where X(v) satisfies H(v) X(v) = F(v) when defined. Therefore, for any 
v, # E Ci,, , we have the relation (# * H(v) X(v)) = (HA(v)+ * X((p)) = 
(4 .9(v)). Letting 4 = VU(v, .) and defining V(v) = dFA(v) VU(v,, .), the 
following holds. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For any tp E C& , (V(v) * X(v)) = 0. 
Proof. From the above, we have (V(y) . X(v)> = (VU(p, .) .9(v)). Since 
U(p)(t), t) is T-periodic, 
s oT f U(q~(s), s) ds = /--T jVrr(,(s), s) q + g (9;(s), s)) ds = 0. 
Noting that ci, = f(cp, .) + 9(v) and U is a first integral, we have 
<vw?J, .) . qd> = 0. 
Therefore X(v) is “orthogonal” to V(p)) and this property is now exploited to 
develop a computable modified scheme. 
(H) BASIC ASSUMPTIONS. Let v&t) represent the initial guess. It is assumed 
that d9(v0) is nonsingular and ((aU/ik~,)(~~ , .)) # 0 for some 1 < j < n. 
Note that the second condition is equivalent to assuming ((aU/ii~,)(v,, , .)) # 0 
by a suitable reordering of coordinates. 
The modified scheme is obtained by first exchanging the mean of the first 
coordinate with the mean of the equation inner multiplied with VU(v, .) and 
then fixing the resulting operator on the left-hand side of the new equation at 
v0 . To accomplish this, define for a given v E Ct,, , G(v): C,, + Ca, by 
G(P)+ = ti + WJh .) . $> el - (el v’b . 
LEMMA 2.2. G(q,,) is nonsingular. 
Proof. From the form of G it follows that if G(cp,)# = 0, then (CI = he, , 
where h is constant. Placing this directly into G(v,,)#, we then have 
he, + h (g (F,, , e)) e, - he, = 0 and by (H), h = 0. 
The modified scheme is defined by 
where X,(p) satisfies the new equation G(v,,) dF(p,,)X,(p) = G(v) F(v). This 
has the vector formulation 
Equation (6) is arrived at by noting: (VU(rp, , *) . dF(q+,) X,,(v)) = 
(V(& . X,,(q)) and <VU(p, .) . s(v)) = 0. Note also that by Lemma 2.2, a 
fixed point of (5) is a solution of (3). 
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For the purposes of computation, a simpler formulation of (5) can be arrived 
at. Define FW,(v) = St(v) - (ei . F(p))ei; the given equation minus its mean in 
the first component. 
THEOREM 2.1. The modified iteration scheme given by (5) is equivalent to 
Proof. Define #,n , $ to be th e unique solutions of d9(cpO)# = SQ(p), 
dF(q-# == el , respectively. Letting X,,(v) = #,,I + y$, we see that y must 
satisfy (V U(v, , .) SW (v)> = r((aU/&r)(9~s, *)>. 
3. CONVERGENCE 
Define S, = {# E Gin 1 <V(IJJ,) . #) = O}. 
LEMMA 3.1. Xo(po + S,)C So. 
Proof. By taking the inner product of (6) with e, and then computing the 
mean of the resulting scalar equation, we have: (V(va) . X,,(v)) = 0 for any 
choice of 9, E C,, . 
Thus the iterations will lie on the invariant hyperplane v0 + S,,: T,(v,, + SO) C 
vt, + S,, . The next result establishes the needed control on the size of dT,(p) 
near the solution curve. 
LEMMA 3.2. If a,h E So, then dX,,(&# = I,L 
Proof. Computing dX,(v)$ from (6) and then setting p = 9” we have 
Therefore dW& d-&h# = dWaJ4 + Be, , where /3 is some constant so that 
d-&h) = # + B d~-Yv& . Placing this back into the equation, we arrive at 
I% + Whd .9> + BO’hJ * d~-lbdel)el - /Ye1 . elk = 0. 
Noting that (er . e& = 1, [dS-‘(&]” = [WA(&-’ and (V(& . #) = 0, 
(H) tells us that /3 = 0. Thus dX,,(&# = 9 provided # E S, . 
In order to rigorously establish convergence of the iteration scheme to a 
member of the one-parameter family, all that remains is to determine a sufficient 
condition for the invariant hyperplane q,, + S,, to intersect the solution family 
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provided the initial guess ‘po is close enough. This can be accomplished by an 
implicit function theorem. 
Let v*(t, u) represent the solution curve, where we assume a E (-8, 6) and 
define v* = v*(., 0). We now express IJI,, = v* + A$, where h # 0, scalar, and 
IIQII = 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. If((+~*/&z)(~, 0) . dV(v*)$) # 0, then the hyperplune q,, + S,, , 
q+, = v* + A$, intersects the solution curve provided h is small enough. 
Proof. Defining G: (-8,s) x R -+ R by 
G(a, A) = ({v*(., a) - (p)* + A@> . v(v*A+ “)) 
we see that G can be continuously extended to include h = 0 by noting V(p*) = 
(dVU/dt)(p,*, .) + fxr(p*, a) VU(v*, .) = 0 (since VU(v*, .) is a solution of the 
adjoint equation) and thus 
Therefore, define G(a, 0) = ((p*(*, u) - v*) . dV(v*)$). 
Note that G(a, A) = 0 is precisely the condition that the hyperplane p,, + S, , 
p)a = ‘p* + A$, intersects the solution curve at cp*(t, a). Since G(0, 0) = 0 the 
result follows provided (aG/&z)(O, 0) = ((a~*/%)(., 0) * dV(q*)@) # 0. 
Thus provided dVA(v*)p,*(*, 0) = + # 0, a sufficient condition that the 
hyperplane ‘po + So will intersect the solution curve for h small enough is that 
<q . q9 # 0. 
This is a condition analogous to the one arrived at by Sanchez and Sweet 
[S] and has a natural geometric interpretation. Since (av*/&z)(., 0) is a tangent 
vector to the solution curve at v*, successful application of the implicit function 
theorem demands that the hyperplane p0 + S, not approach the tangent plane 
to IJI* as h -+ 0. 
The following theorem shows that the iteration scheme defined by (5), (6) 
converges to ~(IJI,,) = +,, whenever the starting value q,, is suitably chosen. 
Given any v*, where F(v*) = 0, choose a direction $ satisfying Lemma 3.3 
and let pa = v* + A$J for 1 h 1 sufficiently small. Namely, 1 h I small enough so 
that the hyperplane IJ+, + S,, intersects the solution curve at q,, E N,(v*) n 
(~a + S,,), where NE(p)*) is an <-neighborhood of p* which contains IJI,, as well. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given q~,, described above, then fw E sqjkiently small 
lim,,, pn+l = lim,,, ~o(%J = w so -Jwjo) = 0. 
Proof. Since dT,(& = I- dXo(po), by Lemma 3.2 we have dT,(cp,)(S,) = (0). 
Choose E small enough that I] p. - $jo I] < E, jl dT,(g?,)# (/ < & II 9 II for # E So , 
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and II ~&J) - ~d$%) - ~~&%)(p, - %)ll G tll v - s II whenever II QJ - h II < 6. 
With these assumptions it is easy to show by an induction argument that 
II ~llh) - 6 II = II P)k+1 - @, 11 < ($)“+% for each k and this completes the proof. 
4. FINITE APPROXIMATIONS 
In the event one is interested in an iteration format incorporating only a finite 
approximation of the differential equation, the modified scheme presented in (5), 
(6) can be expressed in basis form where all previous results remain intact. 
Let v,, be a fixed initial guess and choose any linearly independent set 
{wk}& , where {VU(v, , .), wi , w2 ,... } form a basis for C,, . Define ZQ = 
*%dwj , j = l,..., 00, and let the “Fourier components” of the differential 
equation at any v E C,, be given by Pj(p)) = (wj . F(v)). Then we may equiv- 
alently express 
x0(9) = 5 T(F) 2j + B(V) v(%>, 
j=l 
(8) 
where the aj’s and p satisfy 
The invariance of A’, is immediate and by direct calculation of the differentials 
of (8) (9), it follows that (dX,,(~,)# * I’(~J+,)) = 0. Thus dXa(&# = I/ whenever 
*E&l* 
From this approach, a finite scheme may easily be extracted and presented as a 
problem in Rn. 
Let 2 = Span{+ ,..., z,-i , V(&} and define X0: 2-t 2 by X,(v) = 
XJZ dq)zj + B(V) V(d. Th e aJ s and /3 satisfy (9), where now j is restricted to .’ 
run between 1 and n - 1. Note that dX,,(v): 2 + 2 and all properties discussed 
above are retained. 
For any #E 2, # = 1;:: +jzj + t,b+V(&,,), and make the identification 
# ++ (A ,..a, I+$, , 4,)’ E Rn so that we have the representation X,,(q) --f 
MP)b, 4~)v B(d)= E R”. 
Therefore, defining the nonsingular symmetric coefficient matrix H(q,J: 
Rn-+Rn: 
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and the coefficient vector of the differential equation by 
a finite version of the modified scheme is given by 
%I+1 = vn - fwP0) w?Jn)- 
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